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“Counting and being counted"  
The Census  Our Parsha opens with the mitzvah to count the people of Israel, which is the reason that our rabbis call the book of Bamidbar "The book of the counted" 1 This name is less exciting than the names given by our rabbis to the other books . Bereshit is called the book of the just, Vayikra the book of the priests – our book is named after the two censuses – one made next to the mishkan before the journey to Eretz Yisrael, and on the banks of the River Jordon – before our entrance to the land. The big question is how a book with so many things happening in it; Journeys, sins, wars, international relations, why is the census so important that Rashi names the whole book in it`s honour? Rashi, in his first commentary on each chumas,h gives an introduction to the whole book – here he writes  
Because they were dear to Him, He counted them 
often. When they left Egypt, He counted them 
(Exod. 12:37); when [many] fell because [of the 
sin] of the golden calf, He counted them to know 
the number of the survivors (Exod. 32:28); when 
He came to cause His Divine Presence to rest 
among them, He counted them. On the first of 
Nissan, the Mishkan was erected, and on the first 
of Iyar, He counted them.2  
Let us try and understand Rashi    
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The Romantics of counting   Rashi`s explanation isn`t clear – the census comes to show God's love – Since when does counting people show love? All Israelis remember "mifkadim" – being counted in Bnei Akiva or by their army officer, it's hardly a romantic moment! Also, we must ask why Rashi must explain anything. We would have assumed that Moshe counted the people in order to know the size of his army and people . Rashi teaches us that the census was initiated for God, and by Him – because of his love for us. Why does he need Moshe? He already knew how many Jews there were in the camp. These questions may be asked on the opening of Shemot too, Rashi gives a similar explanation  
And these are the names of the sons of Israel: 
Although [God] counted them in their lifetime by 
their names (Gen. 46:8-27), He counted them 
again after their death, to let us know how 
precious they are [to Him], because they were 
likened to the stars, which He takes out [From 
beyond the horizon] and brings in by number and 
by name, as it is said: who takes out their host by 
number; all of them He calls by name (Isa. 40:26). 
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In our parsha the question is much stronger due the emphasis put on the census. Let us try and understand via a story that happened to me     
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Grisha and Moshe Rabeinu  A few years ago, we spent Shabbat at the central Bet Knesset of Chabad in Moscow. I noticed  a certain person the whole Shabbat – he looked to me to be "A Baal shem tov Jew" – and authentic "old school" simple Jew. We exchanged "Shabbat Shalom" and a few other words neither of us understood, but before I gave my afternoon shiur, I asked my host who this person was. He suggested I go and talk to him – I asked in which language to communicate , and he told me any language apart from Hebrew. I approached him, and immediately felt that he was living in a special world. He told me his name is Grisha, and that he grew up in Moldova. He was sent, like all good children, to a communist education and was a talented student. After graduating, he continued his rise to success till he was appointed to be minister of culture of Moldova – a position so powerful in those times that it could be compared to the minister of defense in Israel! Time went by, and communism fell – Grisha, the minister, found himself jobless within a few days . He concluded that the best and safest thing for him to do would be to disappear and be anonymous for the rest of his life. He moved to  Moscow, and rented a small flat that happened to be  neighbouring the Chabad bet Knesset. He got a job as a junior editor of a small magazine and tried to stay anonymous. One day he met a chabadnik on a street, who asked him a question he hadn’t been asked for sixty years – "Are you Jewish??" Grisha was struck dumb, but in the end answered in truth "Yes". "Can you help us make a minyan?" the chabadnik asked, and Grisha, who didn’t really understand what he was being asked, said yes and entered the bet Knesset. There, he saw nine Jews waiting for a tenth, and when they saw him they said "Great! `And the tenth shall be holy`, now we have a minyan!" Grisha ended the story and told me "For the first time in my life I felt that someone needed me, that this is something that cannot be taken from me, that without me God won't have a minyan to sanctify his name in the world" – Gevalt!     

Like counting diamonds   This is the meaning of "He counted them again to let us know how precious they are " – before the difficult journey in the "desert" , with the mob, Korach and the spies, God wants to remind himself and us that both Moshe and I are equal. Even if there are nine Torah giants, nine "Moshes" are not a minyan, and can't make Gods name holy in the world, but one Grisha, who almost forgot he was Jewish, he can be "The holy tenth" – Every Jew is counted and counts. This is a demonstration of God's love of Israel – The first time we were counted was in Egypt, when we were at the 49th level of impurity – he counted me and said – not because you are clever  or a tsaddik, but because only with you we will have a ten people and a minyan. The post of Culture minister for communist Moldova can disappear overnight, but God's love, showing we count, and are counted, is forever. Now we can understand why it is "The book of counting".   .   For more details of Rav Elon’s Shiurim and to receive “A taste of Shabbat” weekly www.hithabrut.org  hithabrut613@gmail.com  


